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About This Game

TankBlitz is a brutal run and gun tank game with four playable tanks, each having access to four unique weapons and dozens of
upgrades. You blast your way through twelve handcrafted levels crawling with over 50 different kinds of enemies, and

numerous challenging bossfights.

Key Features:

Four chapters, 12 Levels of destruction and mayhem!

4 playable tanks with unique weapons and mechanics

Loads of upgrades and customizations for each tank

Over 50 different enemy unit types with different weapons, abilities, weaknesses

Challenging bossfights and numerous minibosses!

Lots of achievements, with gameplay rewards

Three difficulty levels for rookies, veterans and crazy people
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Many easter eggs and secrets sprinkled around each chapter
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My character has yet to fall asleep 10/10. Bought whole family trip to France.

I hope they enjoyed it :(

10/10 would be home alone again. Very fun game, nice graphics and sound. Asdivine Hearts looks like a charming reincarnation
of the old 2D JRPGs from the 16\/32Bit era. It kind of reminds me of games like Lunar, Grandia and Phantasy Star. We've had
quite a few games of this type released over the last few years, but as a true fan of the genre, I was a bit disappointed with many
of them, since they felt a bit dull, as if being 2D JRPGs with turn-based battles and a semi-decent story was supposed to be
enough to make them good games. I've only just begun playing Asdivine Hearts (1h+), so it might be just wishful thinking on
my part, but I am getting a different, refreshing vibe from it, which I didn't get from other such recent games.

As for the game itself, there's nothing really fancy about it for me to write about. The graphics are decent (anime style) and the
music is fun to listen to. No voice-acting, though. Movement control is a little limited and awkward (I'm playing with a
XBox360 controller), but otherwise, everything is straight-forward and intuitive. If you've ever played a JRPG before, you'll feel
right at home. The battles are classic turn-based JRPG style. There seem to be plenty of skills and abilities, using a
Rubix\/Jewels system, which is new to me, but seems flexible and easy enough to learn and use. More about that to come after
I've played some more.

The best part, so far, seems to be the story. It feels funny and interesting just enough to carry the game, without giving you the
feeling that the developers tried too hard to make you laugh (a feeling I've been getting too often for my taste, recently). Also,
I'm not sure if it means anything, but at least so far, this game has no achievements and no trading cards. At first I thought it was
a disadvantage (a minor one, at that), but the more I thought about it, the more it felt like this game might be good enough on its
own to keep me interested, regardless.

Anyway, I've been bothering with a relatively long review, considering I've only been playing for an hour or so, because this
game does feel different. I hope I can explain it better after I've played some more. If and when I do, I'll be sure to update this
review.

EDIT (Feb\/12\/2016, 12h):
After moving farther along in the game (12 hours total), my impressions haven't changed much since my initial review.

The akward control remains the only significant negative issue I have with this game. The story and characters seem to be
decent, at the very least, as they keep me curious enough to continue playing. The battle system is very well balanced, as it
manages to be simple and intuitive without getting too repetitive. The Jewels system sure adds a nice twist. What I like about it
the most, is that it allows you to change jewels any time. It means that if, for example, you encounter a boss that uses poison
attacks often, before the battle you can equip more poison resistence jewels on the expense of other things. It's surely a useful
tactical advantage for those who choose to use it.

This is a cute and simple JRPG. While not a masterpiece, it sure is fun to play!. it's free, don't complain ;). 1/10 Would Demon
Again.. I recommend this game I have not had any trouble.
. And finally, number three in the WEE series. The story here is another four years on from the previous episode (why four
again? They seem to like the number four). This time, we are playing financial lecture with romantic subplot. Hal makes a big
bet, wins big, things turn to crap and he chases after the girl he loves and we get a nice, happy, romantic ending. But, they really
went full on this time with explaining how things work and even give definitions for some of the terms used. Why they didn't do
that from episode one, I will never know. On top of that, they even give diagrams to show how some things work. Diagrams that
simplify or break down how some of these investments work. Diagrams. DIAGRAMS. To me, putting diagrams in was wholly
unnecessary because reading this you need at least a basic understanding of how these things work and because this is number
three in the series, and you have almost certainly read one and two, I feel like everyone reading this has that.

New characters. Satia, Dr Wallace and Gazzanica. Satia is not a very interesting character and her character barely develops
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over the course of the story but despite this, she is fairly important. She is the lawyer in this story and she is referred to on a
number of occasions. Dr Wallace is a grumpy old man nicknamed "The King of Pessimism" because he specialises in short
selling and is apparently very good at it. He is a good friend to Hal (yes they changed his name back to Hal here but Lisa is still
Risa because screw consistency) and rival in investing. There must have been some big event where he was given that nickname
but we never really get much of his background story either. Gazzanica was briefly introduced in episode two as the feisty
politician. He is now the president of the Lunar surface and Hal is a member of his financial advisory committee as "Hero of the
Lunar Surface" for bringing down Avalon.

Nothing to note about artwork or music. It has barely changed. It is undoubtedly better than episode one, we even get some
images reused from episode one as memories and you can definitely see a difference in the quality, but it is nothing major.

To wrap up this review and the series, while this was definitely a decent ending and I did enjoy it, I felt that they went a bit
overboard with trying to explain things and that number two was definitely the peak of the series. Still, who doesn't enjoy a
happy romantic ending?
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The premise were interesting and the character stories were good albeit a bit too short... Only real nitpick here is that some of
the character backgrounds could have been explored in a bit more detail as there were a good base for more potent stories with
multiple payouts but now all possible problems were basically resolved during transitions (e.g. Erikas hate for men didn't really
seem to have any real affect to her relationship to Maria aside from the beginning).

All in all the stories were well written and made me feel warm inside. I recommend this even though it is bit sort it is still
interesting and cute with lot's of fun.. Gotta love this game! If you don't like blood stains on the walls, go play Candyland or
something.. quot;If i see you next to never how we can we say forever...
wherever you go whatever you do.. i will be right here waiting for you". anyone played cs go? its like running around as you fire
your AK... its the same accuresy here when you aim... 30 bullets to hit 2 of em on 5M range.... Me IRL.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFoEolYzLKc
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